About the project
SPHERA is a visually impactful outdoor duet for non-conventional spaces that explores the relationship between the visible, bright side of the Moon and humankind; the luminous moonlight that we see from planet Earth and illuminates our nights. SPHERA is a dance of liquid bodies that change and morph under the influence of the Earth's spherical satellite: the Moon. This production evolved from [and complements] the darker ORBIS, performed with black capes on black astroturf.

Current status and forecast
The piece premiered in September 2020 at Greenwich&Docklands International Festival (Dancing City) in London. It is currently available for touring.
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About the company
Based in Birmingham and Barcelona, HUMANHOOD is a contemporary dance company producing unique work that fuses Modern Physics and Eastern Mysticism with the company's original fluid movement language. ZERO the company’s first duet won 1st Prize and Tanja Liedtke Prize at Madrid’s and Hannover’s choreographic competitions respectively. Torus the first group piece was nominated for best choreography at the Catalan Critics Awards.
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